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CARRINET ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY

The Carrinet AB Environmental Policy has been developed 
to clarify the importance of acting as ambassadors and 
fostering a culture that focuses on environmental concerns. 
The policy strongly emphasizes the fact that suppliers, sales 
representatives and other business partners within our sphere 
of influence should be engaged to adopting the principles set 
forth in this policy and that we shall assure we meet specified 
standards. 

The Carrinet AB Environmental Policy focuses on the 
strategy of our environmental programs on a holistic view, 
continual improvement, technical development and resource 
efficiency in order to gain competitive advantage while at the 
same time contributing to sustainable development. Scope 
and field of application Carrinet AB Environmental Policy 
applies to all individuals in Carrinet AB. In our efforts to 
reduce the environmental impact of our products, operations 
and services, we shall:
• take the complete lifecycle into account 
• comply with legal and other applicable requirements as a 

minimum standard 
• make pollution prevention a prerequisite for all operations 
• engage suppliers, sales representatives and other business 

partners within our sphere of influence to adopt the 
principles in this policy. 

Continual improvement Environmental Care shall be 
integrated in all our operations and be improved continually 
by:  

• formulating, communicating and monitoring clearly defined 
goals 

• engaging our employees and business partners
• We shall strive to meet or exceed our customers’ and 

society’s demands and expectations by: 
• active, pioneering research and development 
• utilizing transport solutions with a low environmental 

impact 
• continually reducing our products’ impact on climate 

change 
• reducing the use of environmentally harmful materials

By taking the complete lifecycle of our products and 
industrial operations into account, we shall:
• minimize our consumption of natural resources 
• minimize and responsibly manage our waste and residual 

products 

Carrinet AB environmental programs and their results 
shall be communicated in a transparent manner. The 
Environmental Self-Assessment review shall be used to 
measure performance and adherence to the environmental 
policy. Responsibility for compliance with this policy belongs 
to the management and is part of the management system.

Gloabl Health and well-being

We will change our customers and our own 
order procedure for orders and make our 
suppliers increase the work capacity so we 
can reduce over time on factories by 10% until 
2021. All our suppliers shall work with good 
working condition policies and have BSCI 
certification or equivalent.

The core elements of the Carrinet Group’s environment policy will support the following objectives

Industry, innovation and infrastructure

We will develop at least one new product that 
will reduce the need for single use.

Responsible consumption and production.

We will increase the knowledge amongst 
our customers about the positive impact of 
reusing. We will impact our suppliers to present 
a conversion to non-fossil fuels and energy 
consumption within their business.

Life below water

We will contribute to ocean health by offering 
products that has a positive impact on the 
reduction of littering in oceans and lakes, 
reduces climate impact by reusing and by 
contribution to organizations that support 
ocean health. We will give 1% of our yearly 
profit to selected projects.

REYCLING IS GOOD - REUSING IS BETTER


